Pro-differentiating effects of a synthetic flavagline on human teratocarcinomal cancer stem-like cells.
As initiators of the carcinogenic process, cancer stem cells (CSCs) are considered as new targets for anti-cancer therapies. However, these cells are hidden in the cancer bulk and remain relatively insensitive to chemotherapy, which targets their proliferative capacities. Alternatively, growing evidences have pointed out that a differentiation therapy could adversely affect these cells, which consequently should lose their self-renewal properties and become less aggressive. In order to evaluate the differentiation potential of an emerging class of anti-cancer drugs, we used the poorly differentiated teratocarcinomal cell as a model of Oct4-expressing CSC and determined the molecular mechanisms induced by the highly active flavagline FL3. The drug, administrated at sublethal concentration and for long period, was able to downregulate the expression levels of the stemness factors Oct4 and Nanog at both transcriptional and translational levels, concomitantly with a decrease of clonogenicity. The appearance of specific neural markers further demonstrated the differentiation properties of FL3. Interestingly, an expression of active caspase-3 and an upregulation of the expression of the germ cell nuclear factor were observed in treated cells; this suggests that the suppression of Oct4 expression required for the induction of differentiation involves overlapping mechanisms of protein degradation and gene repression. Finally, this study shows that FL3, like all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA), acts as a differentiation inducer of teratocarcinomal cells. Thus, FL3 offers an alternative possibility for cancer treatment since it could target the carcinogenic process by inducing the differentiation of ATRA-resistant and Oct4-expressing CSCs, without toxic side effects on normal cells.